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rows An Indian diamond which became famous during the days of the Mughal Empire. A diamond with a roughly pear-shaped
outline and random faceting, including two Persian inscriptions, the first reading " Shah Akbar, the Grand King, A.H." (the letters
mean Anno Hegirae). Without a doubt one of the most famous diamonds in the world. Bought in for million dollars by renowned
jeweler Sir Laurence Graff as a fancy grayish-blue diamond weighing and repolished to carat deep blue diamond - An action that
raised many . Famous Diamonds Everyone loves diamonds, symbols of love that never lose their radiant sparkle. Here, we give you
an up- close and personal look at some of the worlds most famous diamonds.
The famous saying about diamond is that Diamonds are forever because a diamond symbolizes eternal love, purity and strength.
Diamonds were formed at least million years ago, although some are estimated to be as many as billion years old. Widely considered
the most famous diamond in the world, the Hope Diamond receives its name from Henry Thomas Hope and was discovered
centuries ago in the southern region of India. Long before the fabled bad luck associated with its owners, the Hope Diamond has an
illustrious history. Carats, although it is now surpassed in weight by other famous diamonds, the exceptional limpidity and perfect
cut of the Regent give it an uncontestable reputation as .
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